
A Collaborative Look at How Traceurs 
View, Engage With, and Redefine Their Environment

Introduction
Parkour is an athletic discipline devoted to training complete locomotive capacities of the 
human body, with the goal of overcoming obstacles in one’s environment. Traceurs –
people who practice parkour, someone who “traces” a path – will overcome obstacles by 
vaulting, climbing, running, diving, or jumping over them. Traceurs look at and interact 
with their physical environment in different, deliberately creative ways; a railing can 
become a vault, a brick wall becomes a climbing challenge.

My project was to explore the way traceurs see their environment and how they interact 
with it and conclude how traceurs see their world differently than a non-traceur. Because 
traceurs train on objects that were not originally meant to be used in such a way, my 
hypothesis was since traceurs must be creative in looking for objects to train on, they  
therefore must frame their entire worldview in a different, more creative way.

Methods
•Auto-photography combined with photo elicitation. 

•Asked “what environments or scenes inspire you?” 

•Looked for patterns/connections within and between the photos and in interviews. 

•Coded patterns into 1) materials used by traceurs, 2) angle the photo was taken from, 3) 
type of obstacle imaged, 4) intentional or unintentional humans in the picture, and 5) type 
of environment in the photo. 

Analysis
The locations of the environments were extremely varied, but there was a 

strong preference for “natural environments”. 

Two traceurs talked about gritty, dirty environments in a positive way, one 

equating gritty with private, personal space. 

Deliberate shots with humans in them were all self-portraits. 

The traceurs’ favorite spots were places that provided multiple challenges 

and opportunities to practice. In fact, only one photo showed an obstacle 

upon which only one challenge – climbing – was present. 

The traceurs expressed a new-found sense of urgency or impulse to 

explore their environment after beginning to train parkour.

Many of the same locations were imaged. Three of the traceurs stayed 

within their city, three imaged locations as far away as Japan.

Reflections
I found photo elicitation  the most useful tool for analysis. 

There were things mentioned in the interviews that were not 

reflected in the photos, such as training at night. In contrast, 

from the photos it is clear that natural environments are 

preferred, yet this is not clear from the interviews.

As follow-up, I would also like to get a larger sample-size. I 

would like to look at all the photos taken by the informants, 

not just the top 5 or 10, and see whether there is a 

correlation between length of training and environmental or 

obstacle preferences.

10 nature

7 city

10 school

17 urban park

6 bridge

1 home

Table 5: Environment

The most common environments 

featured are natural environments, 

either city or state parks (coded as 

Urban Park and Nature). Typically 

parkour is portrayed as an urban 

sport, yet all of the participants except 

for one included a park or other 

natural environment in their photos. 

Table 1: Materials

Most commonly imaged materials.

10 brick

20 cement

20 metal

1 glass

4 water

14 wood

5 rock

1 carpet

Table 3: Obstacles

Traceurs usually captured many 

obstacles in one picture. I chose  

and coded one or two main 

obstacles in each picture that the 

traceur referred to. 

13 rails

6 trees

14 buildings/walls

3 scaffolding

7 path

5 bridge

1 stair

4 rock

2 playground

3 water

Table 2: Photo angle

Traceurs thoughtfully and deliberately chose 

most of the photo angles. The angles were 

chosen for aesthetic purposes, dramatic effect, 

to give a good representation of the obstacle, or 

to showcase the “beauty” of an area. 

16 Shot from above

8 Shot from below

29 Directly in front of
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Data Sample
Four men and two women, 19 to 30 

years old, from Bellingham and 

Seattle, WA. All have been training 

for at least a year, two of them for 

more than three years. This is not an 

exact representation of the parkour 

community’s demographics in 

Washington State (the average 

traceur is male and 18, and has been 

training for less than a year), but 

instead gives a good cross sampling 

of the parkour community.

Conclusions
All the traceurs felt that practicing parkour gave them 

the agency to redefine how they saw their environment 

and use it in a new, “problem-solving,” i.e. creative, 

way. 

Many described developing a “traceur lens,” and 

viewed all environments with this lens. They will 

actively seek out new places to try their skills. They will 

also return to familiar places and will practice parkour in 

these familiar, “safe” spaces (this feeling was not 

affected by length of training parkour).

The overlap of favorite places to train was not viewed 

by traceurs as a lack of obstacles to choose from; 

instead it invoked a sense of camaraderie, and 

validation that they had a good “eye” for obstacles.

Table 4: People

While there were several 

“unintentional” shots with 

people, all the deliberate 

humans imaged were self-

portraits.

6 intentional

15 unintentional

29 no people


